Administration and Finance: Week Ending 02/02/2018

NMSU Fire Department (FD) receives equipment to support its CPR program.
The FD was awarded $6,250 through the 2018 EMS “Local System Improvement Project”
grant to purchase advanced CPR manikin simulators that offer real-time feedback to its
instructors. The simulators will provide useful information to persons that want to learn
proper CPR. Each year the fire department provides CPR certification courses to about
120 students, faculty and staff members. For more information go to fire.nmsu.edu or
call us on the non-emergency number 646-2519 to inquire about CPR or fire safety
classes.
Operation Entryway
The Facilities Maintenance shop is performing the final work for Operation
Entryway in Foster Hall with an anticipated completion date of February 9, 2018.
Operation Entryway freshens up the entryways, hallways, common areas,
stairwells, and restrooms in the academic buildings. They paint, clean light
fixtures, replace damaged ceiling tiles, replace restroom faucets and broken
fixtures, and replaced stained carpet. The extent of replacements is governed by
the BRR funding allocated to the department and if we are unable to perform a
task, it is immediately added to our deferred maintenance list for future funding. Work will begin in Roberts
Hall on February 12, 2018.
Andy Haggard is awarded the Golden Scooper
The Golden Scooper is awarded by an ICT staff member, to an ICT staff member who, through course of
action, best represents those attributes of Shaun “Scooper” Cooper: leadership, fellowship, mentorship,
integrity, intelligence, humor, ingenuity and a knack for mischief. Andy Haggard of PC Support was selected as
the next recipient of the Golden Scooper because he is a leader, mentor, and a very humble individual with a
high level of integrity. He is recognized by his fellow ICT coworkers as intelligent, humorous, and a great
example of someone who understands how to provide top-notch customer service.
Campus Beautification
The Grounds shop personnel are conducting Spring Cleaning activities on campus.
Currently, they are pruning trees, applying pre-emergent herbicide, mulching
leaves, and preparing planters for spring flowers. Planter restoration includes
removing all plant material, updating the drip irrigation system, planting and
Xeriscaping.
Custodial Support
The Custodial team performed restorative floor maintenance in the Williams Art
Gallery. This work was part of the opening preparations for the current exhibit.
Stop by and check out the exhibit and the restored floor!

